A
Introduction:
Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) developed by Binnig et al. (1982) is the first instrument capable of directly obtaining three dimensional (3D) images of solid surfaces with atomic resolution. In the STM, a tunneling current is sensed, between a conducting solid and a sharp metal tip (Melmed, 1991) held about 0.3-1 nm above the solid surface with an operating voltage of 2 mV to 2V. Because the current increases by approximately a factor of 10 for each 0.1 nm the tip is brought closer to the surface, the tunneling current (micro to nano amperes) is a very sensitive measure of the tip-surface distance. To image a sample surface, two piezoelectric drivers raster the tip parallel to the plane of the sample. A feedback loop drives a third piezoelectric element perpendicular to the sample to adjust the tip position to keep the current or tip-surface separation constant. The tip position gives a 3D image of the sample surface.
Based on their earlier design of STM, Binnig et al. (1986) developed an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) to measure ultrasmall forces (less than 1 p.N) present between the AFM tip surface and a sample surface. They measured these small forces by measuring the motion of a cantilever beam having an ultrasmall mass. STM requires that the surface to be measured be electrically conductive, however, AFM is capable of investigating surfaces of both conductors and insulators on an atomic scale if suitable techniques for measurement of cantilever motion are used. In the operation of the high resolution AFM, the sample is scanned instead of the tip as in STM, because the AFM measures the relative displacement between the cantilever surface and reference surface and any cantilever movement would add vibrations.
For imaging of surfaces, AFMs can be thought of as a nanometer scale profilers. A sharp tip at the end of a cantilever is brought within atomic dimensions of a sample surface by moving the 0 sample with piezoelectric transducers. The atoms at the end of the tip experience a repulsive force ..
due to electronic orbital overlap with the atoms in the surface. The force acting on the tip causes a lever deflection which is measured by various techniques such as laser interferometry (Mate et Erlandsson et al., 1988) , Fig. 1 . The deflection can be measured to within +0.02 nm, so for a typical lever force constant of 10 N/m a force as low as 0.2 nN (corresponding normal pressure -IMPa for a tip radius of about 50 nm) could be detected. This operational mode is referred to as "repulsive mode". An alternative is to use "attractive force imaging", in which the tip is brought in close proximity (within a few nm) to, and not in contact with the sample.
Although in this technique the normal pressure exerted at the interface is zero (desirable to avoid any surface deformation), it has poorer resolution. In either mode, surface topography is generated by laterally scanning the sample under the tip while simultaneously measuring the separation-dependent force or force gradient (derivative) between the tip and the surface. The force gradient is obtained by vibrating the cantilever and measuring the shift of resonance frequency of the levei. To obtain topographic information, the interaction force is either recorded directly, or used as the control parameter for a feedback circuit that maintains the force or force derivative at a constant value. With AFM operated in the repulsive mode, topographic images with a vertical resolution of less than 0.1 nm (as low as 0.01 nm) and a lateral resolution of about 0.2 nm have been obtained (Albrecht and Quate, 1987; Marti et aL, 1987; Meyer and Amer, 1990a ). An important property of AFM is its ability to go beyond topographic measurements and investigate different phenomena associated with forces, such as magnetism (magnetic force measurements including its application for magnetic recording), electrostatic attraction, chemical interaction, and various friction, wear, indentation, and lubrication studies (for example, Martin and Wickramasinghe, 1987; Bhushan, 1990; Blackman et al., 1990; Schonenberger and Alvarado, 1990; Bhushan and Blackman, 1991; Griitter et al., 1991; Maivald et al., 1991; Manne et al., 1991; Ohkubo et al., 1991; Kaneko and Enomoto, 1992; O'Shea Welland, 1992; Bhushan, 1993; Ruan and Bhushan, 1993) . In fact, the advent of AFM and its derivatives has led to the development of a new field of microtribod. lo which relates to studies of friction, wear and lubrication on an atomic scale. It has attracted numerous physicists and chemists to this field. Mate et al. (1987) were first to modify an AFM in order to measure both normal and friction forces and this instrument is generally called "Friction Force Microscope (FFM)", or "Lateral Force Microscope" (LFM) or "Scanning Force Microscope" (SFM). They measured atomic-scale friction of a tungsten tip sliding on a basal plane of a single grain of highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). Since then several research groups have developed various designs of FFMs.
There are also a number of manufactures who produce commercial AFM/FFM instruments with scanning length ranging from about 0.7 gIm (for atomic resolution) to about 100 gim or larger (such as Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA and Park Scientific Instruments, Mountain View, CA). In terms of friction force measurement, there are some important issues related to the basic operation and the calibration of these instruments that have not been fully studied.
In this paper, we present a brief review of existing designs of FFMs. We then describe in more detail a new method of measuring friction force using a commercial AFM/FFM and a calibration procedure for conversion of measured cantilever deflection data to normal and friction forces. Atomic-scale friction data of selected materials are also presented and discussed.
2. A Review of Atomic-Scale Friction Measurement Techniques.
The key component in AFM and FFM is the sensor for measuring the force on the tip due to its interaction with the sample. We need a lever (which consists of the tip) with low stiffness for high vertical and lateral resolutions at small forces (0.1 nN or lower) but at the same time a high resonant frequency (about 5 to 20 kHz) in order to minimize the sensitivity to vibrational noise from the building near 100 Hz. This requires a spring with extremely low stiffness (about 10 to 103 N/m) as well as low mass (on the order of InN). The force on the tip due to its interaction with the sample is sensed by detecting the deflection of the compliant lever with a known spring constant. This lever deflection (displacement smaller than 0.1 nm) has been measured by detecting tunneling current similar to that used in STM (Binnig et al., 1986) , by capacitancedetection (Neubauer et al., 1990; G ioddenhenrich et al., 1990) , and by four optical techniques namely (1) by optical interferometry (M•ate et al., 1987 and Erlandsson et al., 1988) and with optical fibers (Ruger et al., 1989 and Albrecht et al., 1992) , (2) by optical polarization detection (Schonenberger and Alvarado, 1990) , (3) by laser diode feedback (Sarid et al., 1988) , and (4) by optical beam deflection (Meyer and Amer, 1988) . The optical techniques are believed to be a more reliable and easily implemented detection method than tunneling (Bhushan, 1990; Sarid and Elings, 1991) .
The first FFM was developed by Mate et al. (1987) at IBM Almaden Research Center. In their set up (Fig.2) , the sample was mounted on three orthogonal piezoelectric tubes (PZT) (25 mm long), two of which (x, y axes) raster the sample in the surface plane with the third (z) moves the sample toward and away from the tip. A tungsten wire (12 mm long, 0.25 or 0.5 mm in diameter) was used as the cantilever. One end (the free end) of which was bent at a right angle and was electrochemically etched in NaOH solution to obtain a sharp point (150 to 300 nm in radius) to serve as the tip. The spring constants were 150 and 2500 N/i for the 0.25-and 0.5-mm diameter wires, respectively. Two laser beams were used independently to monitor cantilever deflection in the normal and parallel directions. A light beam was focused on the backside or edge of the lever by a microscope objective for normal and shear deflections, respectively. The interference pattern between the reflected and the reference beams reflected from the tungsten wire and an optical flat was projected on a photodiode to measure the instantaneous deflection of the lever as well as its vibration amplitude at high frequencies (Erlandsson et al., 1988) . [More recently, a high-sensitivity fiber-optic displacement sensor has been developed by the IBM group which does not require specular reflection and is compact (Ruger et al., 1989; Albrecht et al., 1992 ).] The force in each direction was determined by multiplying the cantilever deflection by the spring stiffness of the cantilever in each direction. Mate et al. (1987) measured the friction of tungsten tip sliding against a freshly-cleaved HOP graphite by pushing the tip against the sample in the z-direction at desired loads (ranging from 7.5 to 56 JiN), and by moving the sample back and forth parallel to the surface plane at a velocity of 40 nm/s, and repeating the scanning by stepping the sample (for 3D profiling).
The second type of friction force microscopes were developed by Kaneko and his coworkers (Kaneko, 1988; Kaneko et al., 1991; . One of their design is shown in Fig.   3 . A diamond tip (0.1 mm radius) was held by a parallel-leaf spring unit (length: 10 mm, width:
1 mm, thickness: 20 gm, spring constant: 3N/m ). The sample was mounted on another parallelleaf spring unit (length: 10 mm, width: 3 mm, thickness: 20-30 Rim, spring constant: 9-30 N/m).
These parallel-leaf springs have greater torsional rigidity than single-leaf springs with the same spring constants. Thus deflection errors caused by tip movement are reduced by using parallelleaf springs. A PZT tripod (16 gtm stroke at 100 V) was used for loading the sample against the tip as well as moving it in the two directions in the sample plane. A focusing error detection type optical head (resolution < 1 nm) was used to measure the tip displacement in the lateral (x) direction. A U-shape electromagnet was set to pull the tip assembly to overcome the frictional force. (An amorphous iron alloy plate was attached to the spring to obtain an effective pulling force.) Thus the friction force was measured by measuring the current that was required to hold the tip stationary. This design was modified later by Kaneko et al. (1991) . The major modifications in the design are that (1) the sample is no longer supported by a parallel-leaf spring unit and is directly mounted to a PZT tube scanner (which may give more stability while scanning the sample), (2) the friction force (tip motion) is sensed by the voltage difference applied between two parallel electrodes rather than the current passing a coil around a magnet. Figure 4 shows the new FFM design presented by Kaneko et al. (1991) . A PZT tube scanner capable of 3D movement was used for moving and loading the sample against the tip. This scanner had an outer diameter of 10 mm, an inner diameter of 8 mm, and an effective length of 40 mm. For friction measurements, a diamond tip was used which was ground to the shape of a three-sided pyramid, whose point was sharpened to a radius of 0.1 gim with an apex of 900. The tip is mounted on one end of a single-leaf spring (length: 3-6.5 mm, width: 0. friction force simultaneously. The topography and friction force of their samples were measured separately . This is a significant drawback as any correlation between local variations in friction force and the surface topography can not be easily observed. However, friction force can be measured and calibrated relatively easily for both of these instruments.
In this study, we have chosen a modified friction force microscope from Digital Instruments (NanoScope III). This instrument is relatively simple to set and use and can provide simultaneous measurements of friction force and surface topography. The schematic of this instrument is shown in Fig. 5 and will be described in detail in the following section. The original design of this AFM version comes from Meyer and Amer (1988) . The hardware modification of this instrument in order to measure friction force is also based on the same authors' suggestion (Meyer and Amer, 1990b) . In terms of friction force measurement, there are several key issues relating to the use of this instrument have not been resolved. These include the basic operation of the instrument to measure friction and the calibration of friction force. We will present a new method to measure friction and a calibration procedure to convert measured deflection data to forces.
Descriptions of a Commercial AFM and a New Friction Measurement Technique

The Apparatus
The basic design of a commercial AFM/FFM used in this study is shown in Fig sensitive measure of the cantilever vertical deflection. We call this signal "AFM" signal. This AFM signal is used as the feedback signal to control the vertical location of the PZT tube scanner and the sample, such that the cantilever vertical deflection (hence the normal force at the tipsample interface) will remain (almost) constant as the sample is scanned. Thus the vertical motion of the tube scanner relates directly to the topography of the sample surface. This mode of operation is referred as "he.igyht" mode. (We note that normal force and vertical motion of the sample can be independently measured by photodiode and PZT scanner, respectively.) Friction force can also be measured in the height mode (referred to as method 1 in Fig. 6 ). The other two quadrants of the photodiode detector ("L" and "R") are arranged horizontally. Their purpose is to measure the "lateral", or "frictional" force exerted to the cantilever by the sample in the so called "aux" mode (referred to as method 2 in Fig. 6 ). If the sample is scanned back and forth in x direction as shown in Fig. 6 , friction force between the sample and the tip will produce a twisting of the cantilever in the x direction, schematically shown in Fig cantilever base is about 4 gim. We have also coated some of the tips with either Ni (-11 nm) by thermal evaporation to investigate their friction behavior. Conical diamond tips sharpened to a radius of about 100 nm with a 600 apex angle and attached to a single-leaf spring (20 pm in thickness and 0.2 mm in width) have also been used in this AFM/FFM (Kaneko and Oguchi, 1990 ).
The maximum scan length of this instrument ranges from about 0.7 pjm to about 125 pim with different scanners. PZT materials are nonlinear and large scans may give distorted data, therefore these are scan length limited. For large samples (larger than about 25 mm x 25 mm) which can not be fitted into the AFM assembly, stand alone AFMs can be used. In these units, the sample is stationary. The cantilever beam and the compact assembly of laser source and detector are attached to the free end of a PZT transducer which drives the tip over the stationary sample.
Since the cantilever beam and detector assembly are scanned instead of the sample, some vibration are possible and lateral resolution of these instruments is reduced. In the stand alone AFMs, a single photodetector, instead of split photodiode detector is used. As a result, friction force measurement can not be made.
Friction Measurement Methods
We define a scanning angle to be the angle relative to the y-axis in Fig. 6a . This is also the long axis of the cantilever. A zero degree scanning angle corresponds to the sample scanning in the y direction, and a 90 degree scanning angle corresponds to the sample scanning perpendicular to this axis in the xy plane (in x axis). If the scanning angle is in both y and -y directions, we call this "parallel scan". Similarly, a "perpendicular scan" means the scanning direction is in x and -x directions. Two methods of measuring friction force will be discussed in this paper. The sample traveling direction for each of these two methods is illustrated in Fig. 6b .
We note that topographic measurements are made using "height" mode (defined early) at any scanning angle. At a first instance, scanning angle may not appear to be an important parameter.
However, the friction force between the tip and the sample (which we will discuss later) will affect the topographic measurements in a parallel scan. Therefore a perpendicular scan may be more desirable. Generally, one picks a scanning angle which gives the same topographic data in both directions; this angle may be slightly diffeient than that for the perpendicular scan.
3.2.1 Method 1 --"Height" mode with parallel scans.
In addition to conduct topographic imaging, it is also possible to measure friction force using "height" mode when the scanning direction of the sample is parallel to y direction (parallel scan).
If there were no friction force between the tip and the moving sample, the topographic feature would be the only factor which cause the cantilever to be deflected vertically. However, friction
force does exist on all contact surfaces where one object is moving relative to another. The friction force between the sample and the tip will also cause a cantilever deflection. We assume When the vertical cantilever deflection is set at a constant level, it is the total force (ngXngi force and friction force) applied to the cantilever that keeps the cantilever deflection at this level.
Since the friction force is in opposite directions as the traveling direction of the sample is reversed, the normal force will have to be adjusted accordingly when the sample reverses its traveling direction, so that the total deflection of the cantilever will remain to be the same. We can calculate the difference of the normal force between the two traveling directions for a given friction force W 1 . First, by means of a constant deflection, the total moment applied to the cantilever is constant. If we take the reference point to be the point where the cantilever joins the cantilever holder (substrate), point P in Fig. 7 , we have the following relationship:
Thus
where AW, and AW 2 are the absolute value of the changes of normal force when the sample is traveling in -y and y directions, respectively, as shown in Fig 7; L is the length of the cantilever;
I is vertical distance between the end of the tip and point P. The coefficient of friction (p between the tip and the sample is then given as
In all circumstances, there is an adhesive force (attractive force) between the cantilever tip and the sample because of water from the air and other contaminants present at the surface which form meniscus bridges (Blackman et al. 1990, O'Shea and Welland, 1992) . If this adhesive force (and indentation effect as well, which is usually small for rigid samples) can be neglected, the normal force W0 is then equal to the initial cantilever deflection H. multiplied by the spring constant of tix x:.ntilever. (AWI+AWd) can be measured by multiplying the same spring constant by the L.hz difference of the PZT between the two traveling directions (y and -y directions) of the sample. This height difference is denoted as (AH,+ 4f), shown schemnatically in Fig. 8 .
Thus, Eq. 4 can be rewritten as
Since the PZT vertical position is affected by !he surface topographic profile of the sample in addition to the friction force being applied at the tip, this difference has to be taken point by point at the same location on the sample surface as shown in Fig. 8 . Subtraction of point by point measurements may introduce errors. We will come back to this point later.
In addition, precise measurement of L and 1 (which should include the cantilever angle) are also required.
If the adhesive force between the tip and the sample is large enough that it can not be neglected, one should include it in the calculation. However, there could be a large uncertainty in determining th'; force, thus an uncertainty in using Eq. 5. An alternative approach is to make the measurements at different normal loads and to use A(Ho) and A(AHI+AH4) from the measurements in Eq. 5. Another comment on Eq. 5 is that, since it is only the ratio between (AH,+AHJ) and Ho comes into this equation, the PZT vertical position Ho and its position difference (AHf+AH4) can be in the units of volts (as long as the vertical traveling distance of the PZT and the voltage applied to it has a linear relationship).
It should also be pointed out that, Eqs. 4 and 5 are derived under the assumption that the friction force Wf is the same for the two scanning directions of the sample. This is an approximation since the normal force is slightly different for the two scans as well as there may be directionality effect in friction. However, this difference is much smaller compared to W, itself. We can ignore the second order correction.
3.2.2 Method 2 --"Aux" mode with perpendicular scan and suggested modifications Another method to measure friction is the one suggested by Meyer and Amer (1990b) . The sample is scanned perpendicular to the long axis of the cantilever beam (i.e., to scan along the x or -x direction in Fig. 6a ) and the output of the horizontal two quadrants of the photodiodedetector is measured. In this arrangement, as the sample moves under the tip, the friction force will cause the cantilever to twist. Therefore the light intensity between the left and right (L and R in Fig While friction force contributes to the FFM signal, friction force may not be the only contributing factor in the present set up of commercial FFM instruments (for example, NanoScope III). One can notice this fact by simply engaging the cantilever tip with the sample.
Before engaging, the left and right detectors can be balanced by adjusting the position of the detectors so that the intensity difference between these two detectors is zero (FFM signal is zero).
Once the tip is engaged with the sample, this signal is no longer zero even if the sample is not moving in the xy plane with no friction force applied. This would be a detrimental effect. It has to be understood and eliminated from the data acquisition before any quantitative measurement of friction force becomes possible.
One of the fundamental reasons for this observation is the following. The detectors may not have been properly aligned with respect to the laser beam. To be precise, the vertical axis of the detector assembly (the line joining T-B in Fig. 9) is not in the plane defined by the incident laser beam and the beam reflected from an untwisted cantilever (we call this plane "beam plane").
When the cantilever vertical deflection changes due to a change of applied normal force (without having the sample scanned in the xy plane), the laser beam will be reflected up and down and form a projected trajectory on the detector. (Note that this trajectory is in the defined beam plane). If this trajectory is not coincident with the vertical axis of the detector, the laser beam will not evenly biset the left and right quadrants of the detectors, even under the condition of no torsional motion of the cantilever, see Fig 9 . Thus when the laser is reflected up and down due a change of the normal force, the intensity difference between the left and right detectors will also change. In other words, the FFM signal will change as the normal force applied to the tip is changed, even if the tip is not experiencing any friction force. This (FFM) signal is unrelated to friction force or to the actual twisting of the cantilever. We will call this part of FFM signal "FFMF", and the part which is truly related to friction force "FFMT".
The FFMF signal can be eliminated. One way of doing this is as follows. First the sample is scanned in both x and -x directions and the FFM signal for scans in each direction is recorded.
Since friction force reverses its directions when the scanning direction is reversed from x to -x direction, the FFMT signal will have opposite signs as the scanning direction of the sample is reversed (FFMT(x) = -FFMT(-X)). Hence the FFMT signal will be canceled out if we take the sum of the FFM signals for the two scans. The average value of the two scans will be related to FFMF due to the misalignment,
This value can therefore be subtracted from the original FFM signals of each of these two scans to obtain the true FFM signal (FFMT). Or, alternately, by taldng the difference of the two FFM signals, one directly gets the FFMT value
To show the significance that it is necessary to scan the sample in both x and -x directions, and to take the differential FFM signal as the friction signal, we show in Fig. 10 We see that the slopes of these two curves are almost the same and is comparable to the data taken for several other samples. It is only the difference between these two curves, or the FFMT signal (represented by the third curve with open triangles), that gives a meaningful and reproducible data.
A Comparison Between These Two Methods
The method of using "height" mode and parallel scan (method 1) is very simple to use.
Technically, this method can provide 3D friction profiles and the corresponding topographic profiles. However, there are some problems with this method. Under most circumstances, the PZT scanner displays a hysteresis when the traveling direction of the sample is reversed.
Therefore the measured surface topographic profiles will be shifted relative to each other along the y-axis for the two opposite (y and -y) scans. This would make it difficult to measure the local height difference of the PZT for the two scans. However, the average height difference between the two scans and hence the average friction can still be measured. The measurement of average friction can serve as an internal means of friction force calibration.
Method 2 is a more desirable approach. The subtraction of FFMF signal from FFM for the two scans does not introduce error to local friction force data. An ideal approach in using this method would be to add the average value of the two profiles in order to get the error component (FFMF) and then subtract this component from either profiles to get true friction profiles in either directions. By making measurements at various load, we can get average value of the coefficient of friction which then can be used to convert the friction profile to the coefficient of friction profile. Thus any directionality and local variations in friction can be easily measured. In this method, since topography data are not affected by friction, accurate topography data can be measured simultaneously with friction data and better localized relationship between the two can be established.
Normal Force and Friction Force Calibrations
In order to calculate the absolute value of normal and friction forces in Newtons using the measured AFM and FFMT voltage signals, it is necessary to first have an accurate value of the spring constant of the cantilever (k,). The spring constant can be calculated using the geometry and the physical properties of the cantilever material. However, the properties of the PECVD Si 3 N 4 (used in fabricating cantilevers) could be different from that of bulk material. For example, by using an ultrasonic measurement, we found the Young's modulus of the cantilever beam to be about 238+18 GPa which is less than that of bulk Si 3 N 4 (310 GPa). Furthermore the thickness of the beam is nonuniform and difficult to measure precisely. Since the stiffness of a beam goes as the cubic of thickness, minor errors in precise measurements of thickness can introduce substantial stiffness errors. Thus one should experimentally measure the spring constant of the cantilever. For normal stiffness measurement, we used a stainless steel spring sheet of known stiffness (width: 1.35 mm, thickness: 15 g±m, free hanging length: 5.2 mm). One end of the spring was attached to the sample holder and the other end was free for movement and was made to contact with the cantilever tip, see Fig. 11 . We measured the PZT traveling distance for a given cantilever deflection. For a rigidly mounted sample, the PZT traveling distance Zt (measured from the point where the tip touches the sample) should equal the cantilever deflection. To keep the cantilever deflection at the same level using a flexible spring sheet, the new PZT traveling distance Zt, would be different from Zt. The difference between 7-', and Zt corresponds to the deflection of the spring sheet. If the spring constant of the spring sheet is k, the spring constant of the cantilever kc can be calculated by
The spring constant of the spring sheet (kd) used in this study is calculated to be 1.54 N/m. For a typical cantilever used in our study (length: 115 gtm, base width: 122 gm, and thickness: 0.6 gim), kc was measured to be 0.40 N/m. To relate photodiode detector output to the cantilever deflection in nm, we use the same rigid sample to push against the AFM tip. Since for a rigid sample the cantilever vertical deflection equals the sample traveling distance measured from the point where the tip touches the sample, the photodiode output as the tip is pushed by the sample can be converted directly to cantilever deflection. For our measurements, we found the conversion to be 20 nm/V.
The normal force applied to the tip can be calculated by multiplying the cantilever vertical deflection by the lever spring constant for samples which have very small adhesive force with the tip. If the adhesive force between the sample and the tip is large, it should be included in the normal force calculation. This is particularly important in atomic-scale force measurement because in this region, the typical normal force that we measure is in the range of a few hundreds of nN to a few jiN. The adhesive force could be comparable to the applied force. The magnitude of the adhesive force is determined by multiplying the maximum cantilever deflection in the downward direction before the tip is pulled off the sample surface, by the spring constant of the cantilever. Figure 12 shows an example of cantilever deflection as a function of sample position (height). "Extending" means the sample is pushed towards the tip and "retracting" means the sample is pulled away from the tip. As the sample surface approaches the tip within a few nm (point A), an attractive force exists between the atoms of the tip surface and the atoms of the sample surface. The tip is pulled toward the sample and the contact occurs at point B. As the sample is pushed further against the tip, the force at the interface increases and the cantilever is deflected upward. This deflection equals the sample traveling distance measured form point B for a rigid sample. As the sample is retracted, the force is reduced. At point C in the retracting curve, the sample is disengaged from the tip. Before the disengagement, the tip is pulled toward downward direction due to the attractive force. The force that is required to pull the tip away from the sample is the force that equals (but in the opposite direction with) the adhesive force.
This force is calculated by the maximum cantilever deflection in the downward direction times the spring constant of the cantilever. The maximum cantilever deflection in downward direction is just the horizontal distance between points B and C in this curve. We measured this distance to be about 200 nm in this curve which corresponds to an adhesive force of 80 nN for a spring constant of 0.4 N/m. Friction force at a zero cantilever deflection is associated with this force between the sample and the tip. Since the calculation of both the externally applied and adhesive forces involves the same spring constant of the cantilever, the total normal force (once the sample and the tip are in contact) is equal to the spring constant times the cantilever "deflection" measured right before the pull off point in the retracting curve. This "deflection" is also the PZT traveling distance measured from point C toward the tip for a rigid sample. Although the calculation of adhesive force is important in the calculation of normal force, it is not important in the calculation of coefficient of friction if we take the slope of friction force vs. normal force curve.
The conversion of friction signal (from FFMT to friction force) is not as straightforward. For example, one can calculate the degree of twisting for a given friction force using the geometry and the physical properties of the cantilever (Meyer and Amer, 1988; O'Shea and Welland, 1992) . One would need the information on the detectors such as the quantum efficiency of the detector, the laser power, the instrument's gain, etc. in order to be able convert the signal into the degree of twisting. Generally speaking, this procedure can not be accomplished without having some detailed information about the instrument. And this information in not usually provided by the manufactures. Even if this information is readily available, error may still occur in using this approach because there will always be variations as a result of the instrumental set up. For example, it has been noticed that the measured FFMT signal could be different for the same sample when different AFM microscopes of the same kind are used. The essence is that, one can not calibrate the instrument experimentally using this calculation. O'Shea and Welland (1992) did perform a calibration procedure in which the torsional signal was measured as the sample is displaced a known distance laterally while ensuring that the tip does not slide over the surface. However, it is difficult to verify if the tip sliding does not occur.
Apparently, a new method of calibration is required. There is a more direct and simpler way of doing this. The first method described (method 1) to measure friction can directly provide an absolute value of coefficient of friction. It can therefore be used just as an internal means of calibration for the data obtained using method 2. Or for a polished sample which introduces least error in friction measurement using method 1, method 1 can be used to obtain calibration for friction force for method 2. Then this calibration can be used for measurement on all samples using method 2. In method 1, the length of the cantilever required can be measured using an optical microscope; the length of the tip can be measured using a scanning electron microscope.
The relative angle between the cantilever and the horizontal sample surface can be measured directly. Thus the coefficient of friction can be measured with little unknown parameters. The friction force can then be calculated by multiplying the coefficient of friction by the normal load.
The FFMT signal obtained using method 2 can then be converted into friction force. For our instrument, we found the conversion to be 8.6 nN/V.
Results and discussion
Friction of Pt (rms roughness 0.22 nm, calibration grid with 10 ;Lm x 10 ;Lm grid dimension from Digital Instruments) and polished natural diamond and silicon (rms roughness of 2.3 nm and 0.14 nm respectively over an one gtm area) were measured against a Si 3 N 4 tip using both methods 1 and 2. The result on Pt (measured using both methods 1 and 2) is used to calibrate the friction data of other samples obtained using method 2. And these data were compared with those obtained using method I for each sample to examine the consistency between these two methods.
Some of the tips were coated with 11 nm of Ni and were also used for the measurements.
We first show in Fig. 13 an example of a typical trajectory of the PZT vertical height as the AFM tip is scanned in both y and -y directions across a Pt surface. For a smooth sample like this, the separation between these two trajectories can easily be measured. We have measured the height difference of the PZT (AHIj + A-2 ) at different normal loads (Ho), and used A(A-I + AH-2) and A(Ho) in equation (5) Similar measurements were made on diamond and silicon. We use the values obtained above for Pt, and the slopes of the curves of these two samples (diamond and silicon) obtained using method 2 to calculate their coefficient of friction. The data were compared with those obtained directly using method 1 for the corresponding samples. For simplicity, we summarize the result in Table 1 . A reasonable agreement between the measurements using the two methods is obtained. Friction data for aluminum and graphite are also included in Table 1 . Method 1 was not used for these samples since a good agreement is obtained between methods 1 and 2. In addition, our aluminum sample is not polished and has a very rough surface. Method 1 is difficult to apply to this sample. The friction force for all tips against graphite is so small that it can not be directly measured using method 1. Even with method 2, we find that the signal variation at different applied normal forces is also within the range of experimental uncertainty. The slope that best fit to the data with uncoated tip is 3x10-4 (V/nm), which corresponds to a coefficient of friction 0.006. This value is listed in Table 1 . [The coefficient of friction of graphite against a tungsten tip was reported to be 0.012 according to Mate et al. (1987) ]. A friction force vs. normal force plot for diamond, HF cleaned silicon, and graphite are shown in Fig. 16 . The result of metal coated tips is not significantly different from that of uncoated tips, Table. 1.
We also made macrofriction measurements using a 5 mm diameter silicon nitride ball sliding against various samples under the following condition: reciprocating amplitude -0.8 mm, frequency -1Hz, and normal load= 1N. The data are also reported in Table 1 . We note that the atomic scale coefficient of friction is small compared to that of macroscopic coefficient of friction. There may be fundamental reasons for this observation. For example, in macroscopic measurements, the interlocking of asperities between the sample and the mating surface (plowing components) may play a significant role to the macroscopic friction. In atomic scale measurement under extremely low loads ( < 400 nN), plowing contribution may be less significant. Hirano and Shinjo (1990) have reported that under some conditions, atomic-scale friction may vanish completely.
Finally, we have shown that a misalignment between the laser beam and the detector assembly could produce an FFM signal which is unrelated to friction. This effect can be eliminated with some AFM hardware improvements. Fig. 17 shows one of the sources which cause the misalignment. The cantilever substrate has two cantilevers at each end, one is about 100 lrn in Fig. 1 Schematic of an AFM which uses optical interference to detect the lever deflection (Erlandsson et al., 1988) . Fig. 2 Schematic of the FFM by Mate et al. (1987) . Normal and friction forces are measured by measuring the cantilever deflection in both normal and lateral directions by optical interference. . Friction force is measured by measuring the current that is required to hold the tip stationary; the tip displacement is sensed by the optical head. Fig. 4 Schematic of FFM by Kaneko et al. (1991) . Sample is mounted directly on the PZT as opposed on a parallel spring unit in Fig. 3 . 
